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the snapshot of 20 April 1999. Each dot represents one estimate of the deformation (vertical axis) at a particular spatial
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FIG. 1 (color online). Sea-ice deformation rate on 6
November 1997 from 42571 RGPS cells.
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Figure 10. Mean total deformation rate h!_toti as a function
of spatial scale L, obtained with RGPS observations (green
diamonds), LIMVP (red circles), and LIMEVP (blue
squares) simulations. The dashed line is the least squares
361
fit for RGPS data h!_toti ! L"0.18.

Fig. 5. Least-square fit to the means of deformation rate at each
11 of 15
timescale
sampled for all SEDNA sub-arrays. The colour corresponds to the spatial scale family the sub-array belongs to: 10 km
(blue), 20 km (green), 70 km (red) and 140 km (black). The gradients
of the smallest arrays are close to –1.

Louvain-la-Neuve Ice Model

a solid line. The variance of deformation for each sub-array is

4 of 10 plotted (black crosses), and the dashed line is least-squares fit to

FIG. 2. Total deformation rate !_ L as a function of scale L
(81586 samples). Vertical dashes define bins. Gray dots are
means within each bin. Gray solid line is least squares fit to
mean values. A is 13–20 km scale; B is 160 –320 km scale.

here) through a similar procedure and did not match the
power law decay either.
[66] As mentioned in section 2, RGPS is not suited to
explore in details the temporal scaling as well as the spacetime coupling of sea ice deformation, which was revealed
by the analysis of the dispersion of buoys trajectories
[Rampal et al., 2008]. To evaluate the model performance
on this basis, we used the reconstructed Lagrangian trajectories (see section 4.2) and followed the procedure presented in section 2 to estimate the strain rate proxy !_disp
from dispersion rates. This was done for a wide spatiotemporal scale range, with initial separation L varying from
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ice as it evolves in time, as well as having a similar fractal
distribution in space (Marsan and others, 2004). We also
find that other statistical moments of deformation (standard
deviation, skewness and kurtosis) show scaling properties,
increasing as the spatial scale decreases. Like Marsan and
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multi-fractal properties (Fig. 4).
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spring transition from a relatively strong, connected,
Wavelet cross-coherence analysis of divergence on two
concentrated ice pack to a disconnected summer pack. As
spatial scales within the same region provides insight into 4.the
data were collected
in late winter and spring, we cannot
TEMPORAL
SCALING
emergent patterns in ice deformation. This sheds light on why
resolve the full seasonal variability in scaling properties of
For each buoy position time series, we can subsample the
leads appear to be organized on >100 km scales. Our
sea-ice deformation, which has been identified by Rampal
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H is an example of a metric applicable
across multiple model configurations
Is H a useful metric for high resolution sea ice
mechanics simulations?
Broader question:
Have polar biases been introduced into Earth System
Models by using development models constrained at
coupling boundaries?
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The Regional Arctic System Model
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Previous modeled H results have used
calculations with a stand-alone ice-ocean model

6-hour reanalysis

SEA ICE

OCEAN

boundary
condition

-Oceanic constraint
-Coupling channels between component models
-Component models
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Do H calculations with constraints removed from
coupling boundaries produce the same results?
boundary
condition

6-hour reanalysis
spectral nudging
above PBL
wind, temperature

WRF
extended
ocean

CICE

POP

VIC

CISM

RIVER ROUTING

boundary
condition

-Atmospheric and oceanic constraint
-Coupling channels between component models
-Component models
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Sea Ice Deformation Scaling in RASM
Hourly Velocity : H = -0.23

Mean

Variance

L = 9 km

18 km

27 km

36 km

......

99 km
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Sea Ice Deformation Scaling in RASM
Relationship of scaling to period

H = -0.23
H = -0.26
H = -0.28

H = -0.32
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RASM results in context
Source

Method of Observation

Temporal Sampling

H

Marsan et al. (2004)

RGPS

3 Days

-0.2

Stern and Lindsay (2009)

RGPS

3 Days

~-0.2

Girard et al. (2009)

RGPS

3 Days

-0.18

Hutchings et al. (2010)

GPS Buoys

10 minutes

-0.19

Source

Model

Temporal Sampling

H

Girard et al. (2009)

LIM in DRAKKAR 12km

3 Days

“almost scale independent”

Mills (2012)

CICE in RASM ~9km

1 hour; 3, 6 & 30 days

-0.23, -0.26, -0.28, -0.32
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Coupled atmospheric models supply red noise to the ice
and ocean at higher frequencies than do reanalyses
⌅u
= ⇤w + ⇤a
m
⌅t

mf k ⇤ u

mg⌅

⌅⇥mn
m (u · ⌅) u +
⌅xn

Beaufort Sea Wind Speed
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Toward a FAMOS coordinated sea ice experiment

How can we account for constraints on the Arctic System
in a FAMOS coordinated experiment?
Have biases been introduced into Earth System Models
by using developments from ice-ocean models
constrained at coupling boundaries?
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